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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Day & Evening: Cap & Gown Measuring................................. February 19
Men's Basketball; Women's Swimming.................................. February 19
"Journey Through the Past", CU Theatre.............................. February 19-21
Dennis O' Brien, CU; Women's Basketball............................. February 20
"American Graffitti", CU Theatre.................................... February 21
Men's Swimming; Men's Basketball.................................... February 22
A Touch of History, CU........................................ .....February 25
Bernhardt Blumenthal, CU Theatre; Women's Swimming.................. February 25
Kevin Roth Video Tape, CU........................................... February 26-27
Poetry Workshop, CU Theatre; Men's Swimming, ECC Championships...... February 27-28
College Council; "Macaunamia, The Jungle Freaks", CU............... March 3
Rape: Perspective, CU.............................................. March 6
Academic Affairs Committee....................

March 7

"Paper Chase", CU Theatre.......................................... March 7-8
A Visit with Pablo Casals, CU....................................... March 8-10
Stevie Wonder in Concert: Video Tape, CU........

March 11-13

"The Oxbow Incident", CU Theatre.................................... March 12

Mid-Semester Grades due; Pesos, Pegs & Pennies, CU.................. March 13
"And Now For Something Completly Different", CU Theatre............. March 14-15
The Luck of the Irish, CU........................................... March 17
Golden Times-Harpsichord Concert, CU................................ March 18
Last Day for withdrawl from classes(Day & Evening)..................March 19
WATERCOLORS, by Bruce Pierce........................................ March 22
Mid-Semester and Easter Holiday..................................... March 24-31
"Grapes of Wrath", CU Theatre.....................

April 1

April Fools Surprise, CU............................................ April 1
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Classes resume...................................................... ..April 1
Bellies Dance, CU..................................................... April 3
Academic Affairs Committee.................................

April 4

AQUATINE ETCHINGS by Jesse F. Reed, CU..........................

April 5-22

"Magical Mastery Tour", CU Theatre....................................April 10-12
College Council....................................................... April 7
PHOTO SHOW, CU...........................................

April 7-11

Brazil, CU; Faculty Meeting.....................

April 9

Idols of the Rings, CU................................................April 14
La Salle Student Art Sale, CU......................................... April 15-17
"Rock

& Soul-1964 " CU Theatre.......................................April 16-18

"A Touch of Class", CU Theatre........................................ April 18-19
Stranger than Science Week........................................... April 21-25
UFO Exhibit........................................................... April 21-25
"The Huntchback of Notre Dame", CU Theatre............................April 22
The Great Scott-Mentalist, C U .........................................April 22
"Charriot of the Gods", CU............................................April 23
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MESSAGES OF INTERE S T .

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, BROTHER DANIEL BURKE, F.S.C., PH.D.
I am happy to announce that, after the recommendations of the Promotion and
Tenure Committee and of College Council, I have approved the following promotions
To Assistant Professor
Philip Bursky, Mathematics
Prafulla Joglekar, Management, Ph.D.
Barbara Millard, Ph.D., English

To Associate Professor
Norbert Belzer, Ph.D., Biology
George Diehl, Ph.D., Fine Arts
John Hanratty, Ed.D., Accounting
Ralph Thornton, Ph.D., English
Charles White, Ph.D., Fine Arts

I have also sent recommendations of the following for the formal approval of
the Board of Trustees:
To Full Professor
Brother G. Claude Demitras, F.S.C., Chemistry
John Rossi, Ph.D., History
Leo Rudnytzky, Ph.D., Foreign Languages

For Tenure
Brother Arthur Bangs, F.S.C., Education
Norbert Belzer, Ph.D., Biology
Helen Brady, Mathematics
Gary Clabaugh, Ed.D., Education
James Foote, English
Robert Gilligan, Psychology
Brother James Muldoon, F.S.C., Biology
COUNSELING CENTER:
CLASS OF 1978 SURVEY COMPLETED
The Class of 1978 Survey has been completed.
available in the Counseling Center.

Copies of the report are

The Center is currently running two Assertive Training Groups. Any faculty
member who has an interest in joining a group in the future is requested to see
Frank J. Schreiner.

MESSAGES OF INTEREST(CON'T)
ROTC:
AWARDS CEREMONY
The La Salle ROTC will hold its annual Awards Ceremony at
April 24 at the College Union Ballroom.

P.M. on Thursday,

URBAN STUDIES CENTER:
SPRING "COMMUNIVERSITY" SERIES
The Urban Studies Center spring "Communiversity" series begins the first week
in April. There will be several free courses and seminars offered. Of particular
interest to La Salle students might be courses in Human Sexuality (co-sponsored by
Pier 19), Comparative American and African Black Literature, Theories of Socialism,
and a seminal of Tenant Rights and Tenant Organization.
The Center will coordinate six "academic/activist" public dialogues throughout
1975 on the issues of building a contemporary pluralistic community. They will take
place in historic sites in Germantown and feature area activists and scholars from
La Salle, Penn and Temple.

#######

PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC.

BERNIER,

Joseph, J., assistant professor, psychology, attended a workshop at the
PATH Program for Career Development conducted by Dr. Howard Figler at
the Henry Chauncey Conference Center of E.T.S. January 10-12, in
Princeton, N.J.

ELLIS,

Bro, Patrick, F.S.C., professor, English, Director of Development, will
serve on the Middle States Visiting Team at King’s College, WilkesBarre on March 2-5.

KANE,

Dr. Joseph A., associate professor, economics, served as moderator of a
panel discussion on "The Effects of Inflation" for WPVI-TV's
Perspective: Youth series on January 7 . He also conducted a seminar on
"Current Economic Problems" for the senior class at Germantown Friends
School on January 9 .

KELLY,

Bro. Geffrey B., F.S.C., assistant professor, religion, has been named
Secretary-Treasurer of the English Language Section of the International
Bonhoeffer Research and Archives Committee. His paper, "Priesthood in
the Context of Brotherhood", led off the discussions at the national
seminar of Brothers studying problems in the life and spiritually of
religious Brothers, January 17-19, in Narragansett, R.I. Bro. Kelly
also spoke on "Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Non-religious Christianity versus
Hitlerrism" as part of La Salle's Concert and Lecture Series, February

6.

KERLIN,

Dr. Michael J., associate professor, philosophy, has had his review of
Joseph Margolis' Knowledge and Existence published in the July issue of
The Thomist.

LUKACS,

John, lecturer, history, has had his last book, The Passing of the
Modern Age, published in a Torchbook paperback edition in 1974 (it was
originally published by Harper & Row In 1970). His next book, The Last
European War: 1939-1941 will be published by Doubleday in the fall of
1975. A short book of his, A Sketch of the History of Chestnut Hill
College, 1924-1974, was published in January 1975.
His recent articles include:
A. Scholarly periodicals- (l)Review-article on the Diplomacy of the
Holy See during World War II ("Actes et documents du Saint Siege
relatifs a la Seconde Guerre Mondiale." Volumes 6 and 7) ; (2)
In the Catholic Historical Review. July, 1974; (3) Review of
Norling,"Timeless Problems in History" in CHR, July, 1973; (4)
Review of Pelz, "Race to Pearl Harbor: The failure of the Second
London Navel Conference and the onset of World War II" in
History, November/December, 1974; (5) Review of Foot, "Aneurin
Bevan; A biography, vol. II" in History, August, 1974; (6)
Review of P.Auer, "Fel evszazad" in East-Central Europe, vol.
I., 1974; (7) Rewiew of Eppstein, J., "Has the Catholic Church
gone mad?" in Christian Scholars Review, No. 2 1974; (8) Review
of Herring, "Aid to Russia, 19*+l-19*+6: Strategy, Diplomacy, and
the Origins of the Cold War" in History, August 1973; (9)
Article: "Reveuse bourgeoisie: The vitality of the European
bourgeoisie during the decisive phase of World War II" in
Societas- Review of Social History, Autumn 1972; (10) Author-
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Reviewers symposium on "The Passing of the Modern Age" in Philosophy
Forum, 1973, vol. 12.
B. Other periodicals-Articles in National Review, 1974; Triumph, 1974;
and in the New York Times Magazine, Sunday, February 9, 1975.
C. Recent reprints of earlier articles-in Baker and Strandness, The
Experience of Writing (Prentice-Hall), 1973; and In Dialogue, 1973,
no. 1.
Mr. Lukacs will lecture on Tocqueville at St. Mary's College, Notre
Dame, Indiana on March 12.
LYONS,

Robert S., Director of the News Bureau, conducted a workshop on "Using
Free Lance Writers" at the combined convention of the American College
Public Relations Association and American Alumni Council in Toronto on
Jan. 16.

MEREDITH,

Joseph, lecturer, English, has had two of his poems "Annie's
Dandelions" and "Afternoon After Eliot" published in the Florida
Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 1.

MILLARD,

Barbara C., assistant professor, English, presented her essay, "The
Functional Grotesque in the Early Elizabethan Novel," as a participant
in a Seminar on the Grotesque held at the Modern Language Association
Convention in December.

ROSSI,

Dr. John P., associate professor, history, has had is article "English
Catholics, the Liberal Party and the General Election of 1880" accepted
for publication in the Catholic Historical Review. The third part of
Lord Ripon's diary which Dr. Rossi transcribed and edited was
published in the fall issue of the English journal, Recusant History.

STOW,

Dr. George B. Jr., assistant professor, history, has had his critical
edition of the Historia Vitae et Regni Ricardi Secundi accepted for
publication as a volume in the Haney Foundation Series, to be
published by the University of Pennsylvania Press.

WARNER,

Bro. Thomas, F.S.C., Director of Library Services, has been re-elected
a member of the Board of the Interlibrary Delivery Service of
Pennsylvania.

########

The following article was submitted by Brother Emery Mollenhauer, F.S.C.,
Ph.D., Vice President of Academic Affairs:
SOMETIMES an A IS REALLY an F
BY Edward M. White
(This article originally appeared in the February 3, 1975, issue of the
Chronicle of Higher Education. Edward White teaches English at California State
College, San Bernardino.)
We need a grading system, but not one that fosters hypocrisy and corruption.
The Carnegie Quarterly recently mentioned in passing what everyone knows to be
true: "Whether they like it or not, universities and colleges have come to function
as sorting and selecting mechanisms."
The "sorting and selecting" goes on almost wholly by way of grades given by
college teachers; despite letters of recommendation and test scores, nothing really
has replaced the grade-point average. And, whatever the institutions may choose to
say publicly, there can be little doubt that the grade-givers most emphatically do
not like it. The endless turning and twisting done by both students and professors
to avoid grades hardly needs documentation. Every college, every department, has
its local version of the general dishonesty that has evolved in the giving, even
more than the getting, of grades.
A cynical account of general grading practice today would describe the C as an
indication of attendance, the B as attendance with work done, and the A grade as
attendance with work done on time. So few grades below C exist that they are not
worth talking about. The existance of a scattered number of schools, and a scattered
number of professors at most schools, who use oldfashioned measures of quality to
give grades, serves only to complicate matters.
And yet the "sorting and selecting" goes on, even as everyone knows that grades
are increasingly meaningless symbols.
The problem is not merely the familiar "decrease in standards" or "inflation of
the grading system," nor is it only that the same symbols obviously mean quite
different things from college to college or from professor to professor. The
problem is that a major function of higher education is openly based on a fraud:
Important decisions about people's lives are made all the time on the basis of an
accreditation system that cannot be trusted.
Individual professors react differently to this situation. Some simply give
every student an A, thereby avoiding evaluation entirely. An interesting version
of this response is to ask students to grade themselves and Justify the grade. I
recently asked a professor who uses this method what she found to be a convincing
argument for a B. "Oh," she replied, "maybe he needs the grade to keep up a
scholarship, or get a job, or win approval from a parent or a lover. Those are real
reasons."
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On the other hand, some professors grit their teeth, muttering about such dis
honest colleagues, and give rigorous grades based on their own measures. Word soon
gets around that a C from Professor X "means more" than an A from Professor Y. A
few hard-working students seek out Professor X to earn his approval, and he solaces
himself and department chairman for his diminishing class sizes with the self
satisfaction of "maintaining standards," even though some kinds of students are
likely to learn more from Professor Y, who has removed the pressure of grades.
Meanwhile, no one from the outside, looking at a student's grades, can have any
real idea of what they mean. I would guess that the most important variable for a
student seeking a high grade-point avarage is not what he learns but what professors
he encounters. The most important research would be to investigate the grading
policies of the professors or departments among which he can choose.
Most of the students and faculty members who participate in this corruption of
evaluative symbols separate it from the supposed purity of learning. "Grading inter
feres with learning," one hears repeatedly. "My job is to help students learn, not
to judge them." "N o one believes grades anyway, so I help students think well of
themselves."
These arguments might be sound if evaluation were separate from learning. But
since the evaluative function rests now in the professor's pen, it is idle and
hypocritical to pretend it does not. I think the corruption of the evaluation
process inevitably debases learning; to live with a dishonest symbol system, "like
it or not," is to live dishonestly. Our students rightly scoff at us if we pretend
"grades don't matter" (remember the draft?). I have never heard as much talk about
grades as I have in recent months. Grades do matter, and every sensible person
knows they do.
Solutions to the problem of an unreliable grading system are hard to come by.
While everyone knows that the present system is bad, the revisions seem to create
as many difficulties as they reslove. Various restructurings of the symbol system,
whether simplified to Pass-No report or elaborated to essays written by professors on
each student, keep the basic flaw which invalidates the present system: the teacher
is also the evaluator, using an essentially private system of symbols for evaluation.
Any restructuring will inevitably be weakened by professors who reject the role of
the evaluator, or who use wholly different criteria for evaluation than their
colleagues. In addition, the multiplication of evaluation systems will only increase
the difficulty of anyone from outside the academic world using our sorting and
selecting mechanism.
It is perfectly possible that we will continue doing what we are now doing, in
essence abandoning our roles as sorters of the more able from the less able. But I
think those who see this result as desirable are mistaken. For the sorting will go
on, whether the colleges do it or not, and that portion of public support given to
higher education because it sorts out, students would be transferred elsewhere.
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If the sorting function were given over to the national testing agencies, such
as the Educational Testing Service, there would he some clear advantages. Teachers
would presumably serve as instructional counselors, helping their students beat
testers "out there"; the teacher-student alliance would be a healthy replacement for
the adversary relationship now prevailing. In addition everyone would know exactly
what the symbols mean, since E.T.S. test scores are based on published norms; to
achieve the 75th percentile of 10,000 graduating history majors taking the Graduate
Record Examination, for example, is a clearly measurable and unambiguous
accomplishment. The clarity and reliability of E.T.S. scores contrast sharply with
the confusion of course grades, and argue for the expansion of such widely used tests
as the Scholastic Aptitude Test for college admission, the G.R.E. tests or the Law
School Admission Test for graduating seniors.
But few of us would take comfort in the widespread use of objective tests as
the major "sorting and selecting" instrument in our sociely. The ominous example of
imperial China, in which education was dominated and stultified by the great power
of test makers, needs to be present on our minds. Nonetheless, as educators abandon
their job as sorters of the young, more and more decisions are being made on the
basis of test scores, despite the important limitations of objective tests; the
serious problems of test validity and test control that afflicted China in the past
continue to haunt the environs of Princeton, N.J. This "solution" would, I think,
only compound our problem.
Of course, those involved in the corruption of the grading system have no desire
to see objective tests replace the power of the grade-point average.
Their pious
hope is that all grading cease, that all persons be fully valued for whatever they
can do, that everyone receive enough income from worthy employment for his needs,
that universal Justice prevail. Worthy aims indeed. But not, I think, for this
world.
I fear the success of these idealists even more than their failure, for perhaps
they will succeed in abolishing any sorting of people by their abilities. The
result would be to return to older styles of sorting: selecting those who have the
acceptable style, race, or accent. The faulty but still functioning meritocracy we
have had has allowed a limited number of the poor to move rapidly through the social
and economic system; they made it, roughly speaking, on their grades. Without a way
for the less privileged to prove ability, the social system, never anywhere near as
open in this country as our theory has declared, loses its most important avenue of
flexibility. It should be no surprise, I suppose, that the result of an idealistic
theory should work against everything it is designed to support.
I think, finally, that the colleges, and, hence, the college faculties, remain
the best means for "sorting and selecting" that we have. With all their flaws, the
colleges still offer the best and most flexible route of advancement for merit. But
unless the corruption of the present grading system is changed, unless some kind of
meaningful system of symbols for differentiating levels of ability can be restored,
the colleges will simply forfeit this important function. More reliable and less
valuable institutions will do the necessary job.
I cannot propose a way for colleges to create, or recreate, a viable system of
evaluation of students. But I can suggest that a job of this magnitude deserves
foundation support, and serious concentrated effort. Certainly a first step would
be to admit the hypocrisy of what we are now doing and resolve not to go on as we
are.

* FACULTY BULLETIN NEWS MEMO *

DEADLINE DATES:

PUBLICATION DATES:

1.

OCTOBER 4

1. OCTOBER 16

2.

DECEMBER 6

2. DECEMBER

18

3.

FEBRUARY 7

3. FEBRUARY

19

4.

APRIL 11

4. APRIL 23

I would like to submit the following information for publication in the next
issue of the FACULTY BULLETIN(PLEASE TYPE or PRINT):

SIGNED_
_
ACADEMIC TITLE _______________
DATE SUBMITTED_
_

DEPARTMENT_
_

PLEASE RETURN TO THE NEWS BUREAU, BENILDE HALL, SECOND FLOOR

